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STRINGS FOR QUANTUMCHROMODYNAMICSVOLKER SCHOMERUSDESY Theory group, DESY Hamburg, D - 22603 Hamburg, Germany�E-mail: volker.shomerus�desy.deDuring the last deade, intriguing dualities between gauge and string theory have been found andexplored. They provide a novel window on strongly oupled gauge physis, inluding QCD-likemodels. Based on a short historial review of modern string theory, we shall explain how so-alledAdS/CFT dualities emerged at the end of the 1990s. Some of their onrete impliations andremarkable reent progress are then illustrated for the simplest example, namely the multiolorlimit ofN = 4 SYM theory in four dimensions. We end with a few omments on existing extensionsto more realisti models and appliations, in partiular to the sQGP. This text is meant as a non-tehnial introdution to gauge/string dualities for (partile) physiists.Keywords: String theory; Gauge theory; Strong/weak oupling duality1. Introdution and early historyString theory today is mostly pereived asa theory of Plank sale physis, o�eringone promising path towards a uni�ationof all interations. But when it was �rstborn around 1970, it was meant to modelstrong interations, in partiular the largenumber of resonanes that were observedin laboratory experiments. It is widelyknown that these early appliations of fun-damental strings to GeV sale physis failedrather miserably. Therefore, it may seema bit surprising to observe the large num-ber of reent meetings devoted to onne-tions of strings and Quantumhromodynam-is (QCD) or even to see string theory beinghighlighted in talks on QCD and Heavy Ionollisions at this onferene (see in partiu-lar the ontributions of G. Marhesini1 andX.N. Wang).The aim of this leture is to explain howsuh a turn ould our and to give someidea of what we an expet from it in the fu-ture. To this end, we shall retrae the historyof string theory, starting from the early at-tempts to desribe strong interations, thenpassing through more modern developmentsin the 1980s and 1990s until we reah the dis-overy of intriguing novel dualities between

string and gauge theory that beame knownas AdS/CFT orrespondene.During the 1960s, physiists found anenormous number of strongly interatinghadrons. The longer the searhes were pur-sued, the higher beame the spins J andmasses m of the observed resonanes. In ad-dition, a urious linear relation J = �0 +�0m2 emerged whih ould be haraterizedby the so-alled Regge slope �0 and inter-ept �0. In the absene of any other the-oretial explanation, string theory seemedto provide an exiting perspetive on these�ndings. Namely, it was shown that simple(open) string theories in at spae2;3;4 nat-urally lead to a sattering amplitudes thathad been proposed by Veneziano5A(s; t) = �(�1� �0s)�(�1� �0t)�(�2� �0(s+ t)) (1)where s; t are the Mandelstam invariants ofthe sattering proess. While s parametrizesthe enter an mass energy, t is related to thesattering angle of the event. From the polestruture of � funtions it is easy to deduethe following expansion of A at small s,A(s; t) � �XJ P J(s)�0t� J + 1 : (small s)Here, P J is a polynomial of degree J . Hene,A does indeed enode the exhange of reso-1
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2nanes whih lie on a Regge trajetory m2 =(J � 1)=�0. This suess of string theory isnot too diÆult to understand. String modesin at spae are harmoni osillators and itis well known from basi quantum mehan-is that these possess a linear spetrum witha distane between the spetral lines that isdetermined by the tension Ts of the string.If we hoose the latter to be Ts � 1=�0 thenwe may identify hadroni resonanes with vi-brational modes of a string (provided we arewilling to lose an eye on the �rst resonanewith J = 0 whih is tahyoni).Obviously, the formula (1) must not berestrited to small enter of mass energies.It an also be evaluated e.g. for �xed anglesattering at large s. Using one more somesimple properties of the � funtion one anderiveA(s; t) � f(�)�1��0s (large s)where f is some funtion of the enter of masssattering angle � whose preise form is notrelevant for us. The result shows that �xedangle sattering amplitudes predited by atspae string theory fall of exponentially withthe energyps. Unfortunately for early stringtheory, this is not at all what is found in ex-periments whih display muh harder highenergy ross setions. The failure of stringtheory to produe the orret high energyfeatures of sattering experiments is onemore easy to understand: strings are ex-tended objets and as suh they do not in-terat in a single point but rather in an ex-tended region of spae-time. Consequently,their sattering amplitudes are rather soft athigh energies (small distanes), at least om-pared to point partiles. In this sense, ex-periments learly favored a point partile de-sription of strongly interating physis overfundamental GeV sale strings.As we all know, a highly suessfulpoint partile model for strong interations,known as Quantumhromodynamis, was es-tablished only a few years later. It belongs

to the lass of gauge theories that have ruledour desription of nature for several deadesnow. Due to its asymptoti freedom, highenergy QCD is amenable to perturbativetreatment. On the other hand, low energy(large distane) physis is strongly oupledand therefore remains diÆult to address.Even though the problem to understand e.g.on�nement remains unsolved, QCD has atleast never made any preditions that ouldbe learly falsi�ed in a simple laboratory ex-periment, in ontrast to what we have re-viewed about early string theory. So, in spiteof its intriguing suess with hadroni reso-nanes, string theory retrated from the areaof strong interations, it even disappearedfrom physis for more than a deade beforere-emerging as a quantum theory of gravity.Our disussion throughout the last fewparagraphs did provide a very simple ex-planation for the failure of early string the-ory, showing that it was linked diretly tothe strings' extended nature. This mightmake it diÆult to believe that string the-ory ould ever make it bak into strong in-terations. But the early attempts werebased on the impliit assumption that therelevant strings were moving in the same4-dimensional spae-time as the gauge the-ory objets (possibly with some additionalompat dimensions). At the time, therewas neither any reason nor suÆient teh-nial ability to think of any other senario.But as string theory was developed, the as-sumption appeared less and less natural un-til it was eventually understood that manygauge theories do admit a dual desriptionthat involves strings moving in urved 5-dimensional bakgrounds.2. A Sketh of String TheoryIn order to prepare for suh insights, we needto review the development of string theorythroughout the 1980s and 90s. We shall be-gin with a brief sketh of the relation between



3losed strings and gravity, then disuss theso-alled branes along with their open stringexitations. The latter bring in gauge theo-ries and thereby shall enable us to argue foran intriguing novel relation between losedstrings and gauge theory.2.1. Closed Strings and GravityAs we mentioned before, superstring theoryre-emerged in the 80s after it had been re-alized that it provided a natural and onsis-tent host for gravitons6. In order to be a bitmore spei�, we shall onsider losed stringspropagating in some bakground geometryX . It is widely known that superstrings re-quireX to be 10-dimensional, so that ontatwith 4-dimensional physis is often made byrolling extra diretions up on small irles, orthrough more general ompati�ations.Strings possess in�nitely many vibra-tional modes whih we an think of as an in-�nite tower of massless and massive partilespropagating on X . The mass spetrum ofthe theory is linear, with the separation thatis parametrized by the tension Ts � 1=�0or, equivalently, by the length ls = p�0 ofthe string. As strings propagate through X ,they an interat by joining and splitting.A simple suh proess for a one-loop on-tribution to the 2 ! 2 sattering of losedstrings is depited in �gure 1. Let us ob-serve that any suh diagram, no matter howmany external legs and loops it has, may beut into 3-verties. Consequently, all inter-ations between strings are ontrolled by asingle oupling onstant gs that omes withthe 3-vertex.String theory possesses a onsistent setof rules and elaborate omputational tools toalulate sattering amplitudes. These pro-due formulas of the form (1). It is of parti-ular interest to study their low energy prop-erties. When E � l�1s , vibrational modesannot be exited and all we see are mass-less point-like objets. One may ask whether

these behave like any of the partiles weknow. The answer is widely known: at lowenergies, massless losed string modes sat-ter like gravitons and a bunh of other par-tiles that form the partile ontent of 10-dimensional supergravity theories. This ob-servation is fundamental for string theory'sadvane into quantum gravity, whih ameafter failed attempts to develop perturba-tive quantum gravity had led to the onlu-sion that Einstein's theory is unlikely to be afundamental theory of gravity. Similarly toFermi's theory of weak interations, it shouldrather be onsidered as an e�etive low en-ergy theory that must be deformed at highenergies in order to be onsistent with thepriniples of quantum physis. String theoryimposed itself as the most promising andi-date for a fundamental theory of gravity.2.2. Solitoni and D-BranesFor a moment, let us turn our attention to(super-)gravity theories. We are all familiarwith the Shwarzshild solution of Einstein'stheory of gravity. It desribes a blak holein our 4-dimensional world, i.e. a heavy ob-jet whih is loalized somewhere in spae.Similar solutions ertainly exist for the su-pergravity equations of motion. The mas-sive (and harged) objets they desribe maybut need not be point-like loalized in the9-dimensional spae. In fat, expliit solu-tions are known7 in whih the mass densityis loalized along p-dimensional surfaes withp = 1 orresponding to strings, p = 2 tomembranes et. Suh solutions were named
Fig. 1. Any string amplitude an be deomposedinto 3-verties.



4blak p-branes. Like ordinary blak holes,however, most of these objets deay. Butthere exist ertain extremal solutions, alsoknown as solitoni p-branes, that are stable.Now let us reall from the previous sub-setion that supergravity emerges as a lowenergy desription of losed string theory.Consequently, if supergravity ontains mas-sive p + 1 dimensional objets, the sameshould be true for losed string theory. Onemay therefore begin to wonder about the rolep-branes ould play in string theory. In or-der to gain some insight, let us suppose that abrane has been plaed into the 9-dimensionalspae of our string bakground. Sine it isheavy and harged, it will interat with thelosed string modes in this bakground. Insupergravity, we would desribe this inter-ation through the exhange of gravitons orother partiles mediating the relevant inter-ation. In string theory, a similar piture ispossible only that now the interation is me-diated by exhange of losed strings as shownon the left hand side of �gure 2. But the�gure suggests another way to think aboutthe very same proess. In order to allow foran unbiased view, we have re-drawn the in-teration proess on the right hand side of�gure 2. What we see now is an infallinglosed string that seems to open up when ithits the brane. For a brief period, an exitedstate is formed in whih an open string prop-agates with both its ends remaining attahed

Fig. 2. There are two ways to think about the in-teration between losed strings and brane.

to the brane. Finally, this state deays againby emitting a losed string. Hene, we foundtwo very di�erent ways to think about ex-atly the same proess. One of them involvesan exited state of the p-brane in whih anopen string travels along the p+1 dimen-sional world-volume. In order for suh a stateto exist, branes in string theory must be ob-jets on whih open strings an end. Thisis indeed the de�ning feature of so-alledD(irihlet)p-branes in string theory8.2.3. D-Branes and Gauge TheoryIn the previous subsetion we argued thatD-brane exitations an be thought of asopen strings whose endpoints move withinthe p-dimensional spae of a brane. There-fore, branes provide us with a seond set oflight objets, namely the vibrational modesof open strings. One an ask again whetherthe massless open string modes behave likeany of the known partiles. The answer isknown for a long time: When E � l�1s ,massless open string modes satter like gaugebosons or ertain types of matter.In order to obtain non-abelian gauge the-ories it is neessary to onsider lusters ofbranes. It is a remarkable fat of supergrav-ity that speial lusters an give rise to stableon�gurations. This is true in partiular for

Fig. 3. Open strings an streth between any pairof branes in a stak. For bookkeeping purposes weintrodue the olor indies a; b.



5a stak of N parallel branes. Let us numberthe member branes of suh a luster or stakby indies a; b = 1; : : : ; N . Open strings musthave their end-points moving along one ofthese N branes (see �gure 3). Sine an openstring has two ends, modes of an open stringarry a pair a; b of `olor' indies. Hene,massless open string modes on a stak of Nparallel branes an be arranged in a N �Nmatrix, just as the omponents of a U(N)Yang-Mills �eld. In addition to non-abeliangauge bosons, various matter multiplets anemerge from open strings. The preise mat-ter ontent of the resulting low energy theo-ries depends muh on the brane on�gurationunder onsideration and we shall not makethe attempt to desribe it in any more de-tail.It is worth rehashing how p + 1 dimen-sional gauge theories have entered the stagethrough the bak door. When we began thisshort artoon of string theory, losed strings(and therefore gravitons) were all we had.Then be onvined ourselves that the the-ory ontains additional heavy p + 1 dimen-sional D-branes. Their exitations broughtopen strings into the piture and thereby an-other set of light degrees of freedom, inlud-ing non-abelian gauge bosons. Let us stressone more that the latter do not propagatein the 10-dimensional spae-time but ratheron the p+ 1-dimensional brane worlds. Thedimension p + 1 an take various values oneof them being p+1 = 4! Our sketh of mod-ern string theory has now brought us to themid 1990s. At this point we have gatheredall the ingredients that are neessary to dis-over a novel set a of equivalenes betweengauge and string theory.3. AdS/CFT CorrespondeneWe have reahed the main part of this le-ture in whih we will motivate and desribethe elebrated AdS/CFT orrespondene9.Speial attention will be paid to the sim-

plest example of suh a duality between 4-dimensional N = 4 Super Yang-Mills (SYM)theory and losed strings on AdS5�S5. Thiswill enable us to outline the formulation andthe use of suh dualities.3.1. String/Gauge DualitiesThe main origin of the novel dualities is nottoo diÆult to grasp if we leverly ombinewhat we have seen in the previous part. Tothis end, let us suppose that we have plaedtwo branes in our 10-dimensional bakgroundand that they are separated by some dis-tane �y. Sine all branes are massive andharged objets, they will interat with eahother. In supergravity, we would understandthis interation as an exhange of partiles,suh as gravitons et. Our branes, however,are objets in string theory and hene thereexists an in�nite tower of vibrational losedstring modes modes that mediate the inter-ation between them. A tree level exhangeis shown on the left hand side of �gure 4. Butas in our previous disussion, there exists an-other way to think of exatly the same pro-ess in terms of open strings. This is visual-ized on the right hand side of �gure 4. There,the interation appears to originate from pairreation/annihilation of open string modeswith one end on eah of the branes. In stringtheory, these two presriptions of the inter-ation give exatly the same �nal result forthe fore between the two branes.A loser look reveals that the equivaleneof our two omputational shemes, one interms of losed strings the other in termsof open strings, is surprisingly non-trivial.Suppose, for example, that the distane �ybetween the branes is very large. Thenthe losed string modes have to propagatevery far in order to get from one brane tothe other. Consequently, ontributions frommassive string modes may be negleted andit is suÆient to fous on massless losedstring modes, i.e. on the partiles found in



610-dimensional supergravity. In the otherregime in whih the separation between thetwo branes beomes of the order of the stringlength ls, suh an approximation annot givethe right answer. Instead, the full towerof losed string modes must be taken intoaount. In other words, when �y � lsthe supergravity approximation breaks downand we have to arry out a full string the-ory omputation. From the point of view ofopen strings, the situation is reversed. Whenthe branes are far apart, pair reated openstrings only propagate briey before they an-nihilate again and hene the entire in�nitetower of open string modes ontributes tothis omputation. In the opposite regimewhere �y � ls, however, the interation maybe approximated by restriting to masslessopen string modes, i.e. all we need to per-form is some gauge theory omputation.As simple as these omments on �gure4 may seem, they lead to a remarkable on-lusion: In the regime �y � ls, some alu-lation performed in the gauge theory on theworld volume of our branes should lead tothe same result as a full edged string the-ory alulation for losed strings propagatingin the 10-dimensional bakground. There area few aspets of this relation that deserve tobe stressed. In fat, we observe that it� does neither preserve harater nordiÆulty of the omputation,

Fig. 4. There are two ways to think about the in-teration between two branes. One involves opensstrings, the other is mediated by losed string modes.

� relates diagrams involving a di�erentnumber of loops,� relates two theories in di�erent di-mensions, i.e. it is holographi.These three features emerge learly from ouranalysis. The �rst point is obvious. Infat, the two omputations are so di�erentthat they would usually not be performed bymembers of the same sienti� ommunity.Furthermore, in our example, we related agauge theory one-loop amplitude to a treelevel diagram of losed string theory, i.e. weshowed that lassial string theory enodesinformation on quantum gauge theory andvie versa. Finally, the gauge theory degreesof freedom are bound to the p+1-dimensionalworld-volume of our branes whereas losedstrings an propagate freely in 9+1 dimen-sions. We shall see these three features re-emerge in the onrete inarnations of thegauge/string theory dualities we are aboutto disuss.3.2. N = 4 SYM theory & AdS5In the previous subsetion we argued thatstring theory should be able to produe fas-inating novel relations between gauge andstring theory. But the piture was a bit toogeneral to fully appreiate the powerful im-pliation of our disussion. In order to bemore spei�, let us fous on the most stud-ied example.It arises from a stak of N par-allel D3 branes that are plaed in aat 10-dimensional (type IIB) superstringbakground9. Aording to our general dis-ussion, low energy exitations on suh abrane on�guration are desribed be some3+1-dimensional gauge theory. The theoryin question turns out to be an N = 4 SuperYang-Mills theory. In addition to the SU(N)gauge bosons, this model possesses six salar�elds and a bunh of fermions. Admittedly,exept for being 4-dimensional, this is not themost realisti model of our world. Not only



7does it possess the wrong matter ontent, italso is an example of a onformal �eld theory(CFT), i.e. it looks exatly the same on alllength sales, in sharp ontrast to e.g. QCD.In partiular, the N = 4 SYM quantum the-ory has no on�ning phase. But for the mo-ment we only intend to explain some generalideas and so we defer suh onerns to thenext setion.Gauge/string duality laims that, in thelimit of large number N of olors, N = 4SYM theory is dual to a theory of losedstrings whih propagate in the urved near-horizon geometry of our stak or D3 branes.The latter an be shown to split into theprodut of a ompat 5-sphere S5 and a non-ompat 5-dimensional Anti-deSitter (AdS)spae AdS5. Everybody knows that S5 on-sists of all points in 6-dimensional Eulideanspae that possess the same distane R fromthe origin. AdS5 an be onstruted in thesame way only that the 6-dimensional Eu-lidean spae is now replaed by a spae with2 time-like and 4 spae-like oordinates,y21 + y22 + y23 + y24 � y25 � y26 = R2 : (AdS5)The resulting 5-dimensional non-ompatspae inludes one oordinate r that mea-sures the radial distane from the stak ofbranes in addition to the branes' four world-volume oordinates.The assertion of the duality is that om-putations inN = 4 SYM theory and in stringtheory on AdS5�S5 give idential results! Ofourse, gauge physiists and string theoristsneed to use an extensive ditionary in orderto ompare the outome of their respetiveomputations. We shall only disuss a fewentries of this ditionary here in order to givean idea of how this works.To begin with, let us talk about the pa-rameters in the two theories. On the gaugetheory side, there are two of them, namelythe number N of olors and the Yang-Millsoupling gYM . In the ontext of large N lim-its, it is more appropriate to work with the

so-alled 't Hooft oupling � = gYMN2 in-stead of gYM . On the string theory side, wehave the string oupling gs and the radiusR=ls of the AdS5 spae measured in units ofthe string length ls. We are prepared now tostate the �rst entry in the AdS/CFT ditio-nary whih relates the two sets of parametersas follows� = (R=ls)4 ; N = � g�1s : (2)Gauge theory omputations are perturbativein � and hene get mapped onto the ex-tremely stringy regime in whih the urva-ture radius R of AdS5 is of the order of thestring length ls. Furthermore, the ompar-ison with perturbative string theory resultsrequires the string oupling gs to be smalland hene a large number of olors. We shalldisuss this further in the next subsetion.Let us turn to the seond entry of theAdS/CFT ditionary. When dealing withgauge theories, we are interested in gauge in-variant �elds or operators, suh as the stress-energy tensor, the trae of the �eld strengthet. Aording to the AdS/CFT ditionary,suh operators orrespond to the modes oflosed strings moving in AdS5�S5. One ex-ample of this map between gauge theory op-erators and string modes involves the stressenergy tensor of the gauge theory whih getsmapped to the massless graviton of the losedstring theory.Listing gauge invariant operators interms of losed string modes may not seemsuh a big deal at �rst, until it is realizedthat this map preserves additional data. Wehave mentioned above that N = 4 SYM the-ory looks the same on all sales. Hene,re-salings an always be undone by a �eldre-de�nition. In this way, every �eld is as-signed its length dimension �. In mostases, the latter reeives quantum orre-tions, i.e. it is given by the lassial dimen-sion �0 of the �eld plus a quantum ontri-bution, the so-alled anomalous dimensionÆ = � � �0. With gauge invariant oper-



8ators on the SYM side being in one-to-oneorrespondene to losed string modes, onemay now wonder whether it is possible todetermine anomalous dimensions from stringtheory. AdS/CFT duality suggests that thisis the ase and that the relevant quantityto ompute is the mass of the assoiatedstring mode. Let us test this quikly for theonly example we an treat without any ef-fort: The stress energy tensor of the gaugetheory has a vanishing anomalous dimen-sion. This mathes the fat that the gravitonmode of the losed string is massless. Evenwithout arrying our disussion of the di-tionary through to any of its many furtherentries9, we hope to have shown that thenovel gauge/string dualities are not only non-trivial but also quite onrete.3.3. Solution of the AdS/CFTIn priniple, the option to ompute e.g.anomalous dimensions from string theoryopens very exiting new avenues. But thereis one issue with putting it to use right away:At this point, string theory on AdS5 has notbeen solved! In partiular, we are not able towrite down its mass spetrum. In fat, whileit is easy to determine the spetrum of vibra-tional modes for strings in at spae, solvingthe same problem for strings in the urvedAdS5 spae is a very hard tehnial hal-lenge. A helpful analogy is provided by thespetrum of the Laplae operator. Findingits eigenvalues on a torus required no workat all sine eigenfuntion are simply planewaves. The same problem on a sphere or anyother urved spae is signi�antly harder.After this bad news there is a bit of goodnews too. String theory on AdS5 is solvableand there exists a ertain amount of tehnol-ogy already that deals with somewhat similarproblems in lower dimensions11;12;13. Muhmore work will go into further developing theexisting methods of so-alled integrable mod-els, into the investigation of their symmetries

and various limiting regimes, before we anhope to extrat the desired information. Butthere is a growing number of ollaborationsthat have made this one of their prime tasks.In the meantime, the AdS/CFT orre-spondene is far from being useless. Let usnote �rst that there exits a limit in whih wean estimate string theory quantities by theirsupergravity approximations. As usual, thisrequires ls to be small or, equivalently, R=lsto be large. Hene, aording to eq. (2), su-pergravity omputations enode informationon strongly oupled gauge theory. This isertainly very exiting, but it requires somefaith into the orrespondene, at least whenapplied to gauge theory quantities that su-persymmetry does not protet from reeivingquantum orretions. We shall ome bak tosome onrete supergravity preditions lateron. During the last years, a muh more ad-vaned approah was developed that, for the�rst time, interpolates non-trivially betweenthe regime of perturbative gauge theory onone side and supergravity on the other. Itis based on the idea that, even before beingable to quantize string theory in AdS5, wean determine its spetrum in a semilassi-al approximation when some quantum num-bers beome large. To be a bit more spe-i�, let us onsider the anomalous dimen-sion Æ = Æ(�) of twist-2 operators in the limitof large spin S whih an be shown to takethe form, Æ(�) = f(�) logS + : : : (3)where the : : : stand for lower order termsin the spin S. The universal saling fun-tion f(�) multiplying the leading logS termis also known as the usp anomalous dimen-sion. Its behavior at large � was �rst alu-lated from string theory a few years ago14;15.In a beautiful development initiated by Mi-nahan and Zarembo16, the funtion f(�) hasbeen determined reently by Beisert, Edenand Staudaher17. Their formula orretly



9reprodues highly non-trivial gauge theoryresults up to four (!) loops19;18;20 and theninterpolates all the way to large � where itmathes the strong oupling preditions21.To date, this is ertainly the most impres-sive demonstration of the AdS/CFT orre-spondene. It required the use of highly non-trivial tehnologies borrowed from integrablesystems, in partiular the so-alled Bethe-Ansatz that was introdued to solve prob-lems in statistial physis22.4. Extensions and AppliationsIn this �nal setion we would like to brieytouh upon some of the extensions and ap-pliations that go beyond the simple exam-ple we have disussed so extensively above.This is an extremely ative �eld right nowand therefore we are not be able to do it anyjustie. In partiular, we apologize to manyauthors of original ontributions for (almost)systematially avoiding referenes.4.1. More Realisti ModelsAs we have pointed out before, the N = 4SYM theory we have used in the last se-tion to illustrate the AdS/CFT orrespon-dene is far away from anything that resem-bles nature. In order for gauge/string duali-ties to be of pratial use, one needs to on-strut examples in whih the gauge theoryhas more realisti features. These ertainlyinlude broken sale invariane, and in par-tiular on�ning models, (partially) brokensuper-symmetry, the inlusion of �nite tem-perature, avor, hiral symmetry et. Thesearh strategy is rather lear: Our �rst ex-ample was obtained by plaing D3-branes ina 10-dimensional at bakground. In orderto �nd new pairs of dual theories we anmodify both the bakground and the braneon�gurations we start with. In this way, allthe properties we listed above have been re-alized in one way or another.

To address on�nement, we should un-derstand in some more detail why string the-ory in AdS5 � S5 annot produe a on�n-ing phase. Con�nement is normally detetedthrough a term in the quark anti-quark po-tential that grows linearly with the separa-tion. On the dual string theory side we thinkof the quark anti-quark pair as being loatedat r =1. The two gauge theory partiles sitat the ends of a string whih hangs deeplyinto the �fth dimension of AdS5, pulled bythe gravitational attration of the branes atr = 0. For our disussion of on�nementit is a ruial observation that the stak ofD3 branes produes a gravitational red-shiftfator that vanishes at r = 0, ausing thestring's e�etive tension to approah zero inthe viinity of the branes. Hene, strethinga string along the brane at r = 0 osts noenergy. This implies that there is no linearterm in the quark anti-quark potential andhene there is no on�nement. Consequently,we may think of a on�ning bakground asone that is been apped o� at some �niter = rmin lose to the branes' loation sothe the red-shift remains non-zero. Severalonrete and basi onstrutions of on�ningmodels23;24;25 have been explored.Studying gauge theories with less super-symmetry is possible if we start our on-strution with a less supersymmetri bak-ground and/or brane on�guration. Simi-larly, we an heat the dual pair of theoriesto �nite temperature by plaing a blak holeinto the 5-dimensional geometry. Its temper-ature is felt in both string and gauge theory.For lak of spae we an neither go into anymore detail nor ontinue listing further QCD-like features and their string theoreti imple-mentation. The interested reader an �nd amore satisfatory aount of early onstru-tions in a nie review of Klebanov26. Morereent developments in this lively �eld rununder keywords suh as holographi QCD orAdS/QCD.



104.2. AdS/CFT and sQGPAs desribed in the talk of X.N. Wang,there is evidene that heavy ion ollisionsat RHIC produe a strongly oupled quarkgluon plasma (sQGP). From the point ofview of string theory suh a disovery hassome appeal. In fat, as we have stressed sev-eral times before, the AdS/CFT orrespon-dene provides new leverage for advane-ment into strongly oupled gauge physisand hene a sQCP ould serve as an almostideal laboratory. Many harateristis of theplasma are disussed in a rapidly growingnumber of publiations on AdS/CFT andsQCD, inluding shear visosity, jet quenh-ing et. We are not able to over even a smallfration of these and limit ourselves to om-ments on some early observations.The QGP produed in heavy ion ollisionbehaves like a liquid that may be treated us-ing onepts and methods of hydrodynamis.In partiular, by Kubo's formula, its visos-ity � is related to orrelations of the gaugetheory's stress energy tensor through,� = lim!!0 12! Z dtd3xei!th[T (t; x); T (0; 0)℄i:The right hand side of this equation shouldbe evaluated at the temperature of theplasma and for some �nite gauge theory ou-pling �. Sine the stress energy has spinS = 2, a string theory evaluation of Kubo'sformula an only be performed in the super-gravity limit, i.e. at in�nite 't Hooft oupling�. For the bakground of D3 branes, the re-sult is27 (�=&)N=4�=1 = 1=4� : (4)Here, & denotes the entropy density of theplasma. Even though the omputation ap-plies to the large olor limit of N = 4 SYMat in�nite oupling, rather than to usualQCD, the results underestimates the ob-served values merely by a fator of two. Thisseems partiularly remarkable when om-pared to perturbative gauge theory results

whih make preditions for small ouplingthat are one order of magnitude higher thanobservations. More realisti string theorymodels at �nite oupling have been arguedto give numerial values for �=& that arebounded from below by the result (4).4.3. High Energy satteringWe do not want to onlude this introdutionto the AdS/CFT duality without explaininghow the novel gauge string dualities manageto irumvent what seemed like a `no-go' the-orem in the introdution. There we under-stood that the extended nature of strings,as desirable as it is when modeling hadroniresonanes, auses ross setions to fall o�way too fast at high energies. The resolu-tion is diretly linked to the fat that stringsin the AdS/CFT orrespondene possess a�fth dimension to propagate in, namely thediretion that parametrizes the distane rfrom the stak of branes. Consider an ob-server at in�nity who is searhing for stringmodes at some given energy E, muh smallerthan the string tension Ts. If the stringsare far away from the brane, the energy Eis not suÆient to exite the strings' vibra-tional modes and all the observer sees arepoint-like objets with the usual hard highenergy sattering amplitudes. Strings loserto the branes, however, appear red-shiftedthrough the branes' gravitational �eld. Inother words, they possess an e�etive tensionT effs (r) that depends on r and an beomeso small that vibrational modes an be ex-ited with the energy E. The onrete fromof the gravitational red-shift in the D3 branegeometry implies thatT effs (r) = (r=R)2 Ts : (5)Through this e�et, our observer at r = 1is able to see a tower of vibrational modesthat are assoiated with losed strings nearr = 0. Gauge theory amplitudes at smalls and t > 0 reeive their dominant ontribu-tion from the region near the branes' loation



11and hene display the usual Regge behaviorwith a Regge slope given by�0eff = �0 (R=rmin)2 :The length rmin was introdued in subsetion4.1 in the ontext of our disussion of on�n-ing theories. For large enter of mass energys and t < 0, however, amplitudes are dom-inated by string sattering proesses nearr = 1 and hene they possess the hard fea-tures of partile models28, in agreement withobservation. Thereby we have explained howthe existene of a non-trivial �fth dimensionfor strings does indeed overome longstand-ing problems for the appliation of string the-ory to strong interations/gauge physis.This brings us to the end of our shortintrodution to gauge/string dualities. Wehave seen how they emerge from the mod-ern piture of string theory and were able toglimpse at some of their powerful and on-rete impliations. Admittedly, muh fur-ther work is neessary, in partiular to ele-vate our understanding of the relevant stringtheories beyond supergravity and semilas-sial approximations and, of ourse, to getloser to studying real QCD. On the otherhand, the path seems very promising.Referenes1. G. Marhesini, arXiv:hep-ph/0611115.2. Y. Nambu, Notes prepared for the Copen-hagen High Energy Symposium (1970)3. H.B. Nielsen, submitted to Pro. of the XVInt. Conf. on High Energy Physis, Kiev,1970, unpublished.4. L. Susskind, Nuovo Cim. A69, 457 (1970).5. G. Veneziano, Nuovo Cim. A57, 190 (1968).6. M. B. Green and J. H. Shwarz, Phys. Lett.B149, 117 (1984).7. M. J. Du�, R. R. Khuriand J. X. Lu, Phys. Rept. 259, 213 (1995)[arXiv:hep-th/9412184℄.8. J. Polhinski, arXiv:hep-th/9611050.9. J. M. Maldaena, Adv. Theor. Math. Phys. 2,231 (1998) [arXiv:hep-th/9711200℄.10. O. Aharony, S. S. Gubser, J. M. Maldaena,H. Ooguri and Y. Oz, Phys. Rept. 323, 183(2000) [arXiv:hep-th/9905111℄.
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